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is termed the specific distance tendency (Gogel. 1969). Also. it has been found that an er
of an object \rill result in an apparent movement of the object when the head is moved (H
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of the light is equal to, less than, or greater than its
physical distance. The extent to which the assllmptioav
0; = h and A' = A are justified must be determined in
the particular case. It will be concluded that these

with the values of m' obtained from reports of the
apparent motion. For this reason, in the present study,

measures.

I

I
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F , ~ .1. schematic topnew drawing for

,he
physical and perceptual variables important in the perception of
thc motion of a stationary point with moving head.

direction of the head mtxion, appear starionary, or will
appear to move oppos~tero the direction of the head
motion, respccrively .
For values of 9; for which 0; In r3dl3ns and tan Q;
can be considered as equal, l t tbllows that

of objects located in a visual field containingmany cues
13 distance (Gogel, 1968). From the assumption that
dtstances are correctly perceived in the calibration field,
a relation between verbal report and perceived distance
(a calibration curve) can be determined and applied t o
the verbal reports of the distance of the point of light to
perceived distances.
convert the verbal reports to
might also seem
necessary t o obtain
calibration curves for verbal reports of displacement in
order to convert reports of the magnitude of motion to
perceived motion. But, in the presznt experiment,
calibration is not as crucial for m' as for D'. The reason

,'

!

m' = o;(L); - D,) = -

i

where m' IS the perceived motion of the potnt of ltght
associated with the sensed head motion A', Db is the

D' will result in an error in the calculation of the SDT,
i.e, when D - D' = 0,D - KD'# 0,if K # 1. On the
other hand, the specification of the SDT as the distance

",' = A(D D- D')

of restricting the amount of time required of 0 in the
experiment, calibration corrections were obtained only
for reports of perceived distance. not for reports of
perceived magnitude of motion.
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visual acuity of a t least 20130 near and far in both eyes as
measured u'ith a Keystone orthoscope.
Apparatus
Two observation positions were located in a lightproof booth.
Each observation position faced an alley with independent
lighting conditions in the two alleys. One of the observation
positions and its alley war used for the experimental conditions
and the other for the calibration condition.

Experiment01 Conditions
The observation position for the experimental conditions
consisted of an adjustable head- and chinrest mounted on rollers
so as t o be movable laterally by 0 through a distance of 13.5 cm
from extreme left to extreme light. Whez binocular observation
was used, the midpoint between the eyes moved 6.75 cm to the
right and left of the straight-ahead direction to the points of
light. When monocular observation was used (right eye only), the
right eye moved 6.75 cm to the right and left of the
straight-ahead direction to the points of light. Points of light
were presented at distances of 30,91. 183,457, or 883 cm from
level of 0 ' s eyes. and u-ere adjusted t o appear t o E t o be equally
bright. The 0 viewed the point of light through a 5 x 22 cm
aperture, which E could close by a shutter when required.
During the observations in the experimental conditions, neither
the .restrictive aperture nor any other object (or surface) was
visible except the single point of light, i.e., the observation booth
and the alley (except for the single point of light) were totally
dark:-Between presentations of the point of light at each of the
five. distances. the shutter was closed and a Light in the
observation booth was turned on. A microphone and earphones
permitted E an< G to ionimunica:i during the expz~imant.
When required, clicks from a metronome were presented through
the 'iarphones at a rate of 1.61sec to pace the right-left head
mo%mentr. Between trials, white noise was presented in the
earphones to mask any noise associated with t h e stimulus
modifications for the next trial.

Colibratior~Condition
The observation position and the alley for the calibration
condition were Located t o the e h t of the observation position
and the alley for the experimental conditions. The floor of the

stationary head- and chinrest. The observation in the calibration
mmlition was always binocular.
Procedure

Experimental Conditions

head-movement apparatus in the
movement always started from th
It was explained that when
presented, 0 \!,as to move the he
head so that the head- and chin
end of the movement simul
click. 0 was informed tha
back-and-forth movements o
point of light, the metronom
in front of the observation a
presentation of a point of
completed in the following or
reported in feet or inches, or
inches, the perceived distance
(b) With the metronome tu
with the metronome clicks
Following four head movem
reported verbally whether
stationary or moving and, if
move in the same directi~n
direction to the head motion.
unrelated t o head movement,
point of light that changed direc
inches, or in some combina
magnitude of the apparent rightcompleted these tasks for each of
light (the experimental conditions)
the calibration condition. Thirty 0
and 30 other 0 s used monocular
experimental conditions. The 0 s u
wore an opaque eye patch over their I

Calibration Condition
Each 0 indicated verbally in feet or in
combination of both, the distance that the nu
the alley appeared to be from his eyes. Allthe
were present simultaneously, with each 0 re
random order for reporting the appaient
squarer.
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and positive (in the same direction as the head motion)
when th'gperceived distance of the point of light is less
than its physical distance @ - D' is t). It wiU be seen
from comparing Tables 1 and 3 that, in agreement with
this predicgon, both tables show an increase in the

2 40

appear stationary during head movement, since under
these conditions D - D' = 0. Thus, the distance defined
by the SDT can be calculated by determining the

motion data of Fig. 2 is inflated.
Figure 2 provides confirmation that the SDT occurs
and that a discrepancy between perceived and physical

however, Table 4 is presented
that there was some tendency

head. It follows that the perceived motion of the
stationary object resulting from head motion can

compared with binocular o
with the greater absolute

+1.6 to +15.2
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Table 5
Disoibution of Pearson Product-Moment Conelations Between A(D - D')/D and m'
Obtained
.--....- .-- .
- from MonocuLv and Binocular Observation
Number of rs
< .0J
.OO to .25
Median r
- .25 to .50 .SO to 7 5-- .75 to I 00 Mean r
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SD o f r

Monocular
Binocular

!

AvRage bn*of A(D

I

-

Table 6

@)ID and or m' as a Funclan of the
Physical Distance, D, of lhe Point of Light
1) of Point (cmJ
.
883
183
457

5lonocular
Binocular

+

4.8

4'9

>lono;ular
Binocular
--.

I3
2.0

Average Rank of m'
2.3
3.0
4.1
2.5
3.2
3.3

4.2
4.0

I

I

.L

I

individual rather t h m group data were used in the
quantitative evaluation of Eq. 2. For this purpose, a
Pearson product-moment correlation cuyfficient was
computed between the m' and A(D - D )/D data for
each 0 for the different values of D, with the D' being
the corrected value of perceived distance obtained from
the experimental conditions as cslibrated fromthe data
obtained in the calibration condition for that 0 . The
distributions of obts~nedvalues of r are indicated in
Table 5. It will be noted that 26 of the obtained rs were
positive with monocular observation and 25 were
positive with binocular observation. The average value of
r, also shown in Tablc 5, statistically was significantly
different from zero beyond the .01 level (using a t test)
for both monocular and binocular obrervation.
The m' and A(D - D')iD data can be used to
test Eq. 2. For this
determine rank order data lo
purpose, the m' and A(D - D )ID results for the

further

1 2 3 4 5
Average Rank of A ( D - D?/D

different distances were ranked for each 0 , with the
largest A@ - D')/D result for that 0 obtained at any of
the five distances given the rank of 5 and the smallest
&en the rank of I. The smallest rank for either m' or
A(D -- D')/D for the 0 was given to the smallest positive
a function of D are shown in Table6 for both
monocular and binocular observation. The D' values
used to compute the A(D -- D')/D ranks of Table 6 are
the
reports of distance as modified by the
. . verbal
.
tndlv~dualcalibration equations. The plot of the rank
order data combined for monocular and binocular
clear tendency for the rank order data of m' to be an
increasing function of A@ - D')/D, as would be
expected from Eq. 2. It is also likely, however, that 0 s
differed in the degree to which
= h. This is
indicated in that the Pearson product-moment
correlation of m' and A(D - D')/D computed between
0 s at the sume value of D failed to be consistent:y
positive. These values of r, in order of increasing D. are
-.I 1, -.4Y, t.28, t.18, and -.I3 for monocular
observation and t.89, -.25, -.14, +.07, and -.29 for
binocularobservation.

6

DISCUSSION
The interpretation given to the results of the present
study and the support from these results for this
interpretation can be summarized as follows: In the
absence of any cues to distance, a point of light will
appear at a distance of about 2 m from 0 regardless of
its physlcal distance. This is termed the specific distance
tendency (SDT). If somewhat effective distance cues are
present, such as the convergence and accommodation of
the eyes, the light, although appearing at distances other
than the distance defined by the SDT, will be displaced
in apparent distance toward this distance. If the light is
at a physical distance considerably beyond the 2.m. to
the degree that the convergence and accommodative
cues are effective, the point of light will be perceived to
be more distant than 2 m. But, to the extent tliar
convergence and accommodation are not completel!
effeitive in determining apparent distance. the effect of
the SDT will be to make the light appear at a distance
slorer than that expected from the convergence and

,
,
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negative for small values of D and positive for large
values of D. The greater magnitude of the SDT
computed from the m' as compared to the D - D' data

motion in the present study, however, this retinal
motion would also have to change in direction as a

the absolute and relative cue of
respectively. A second and mo

distance for the far distances of the light and greater
than the physical distance for the near distances of the

head. In this case (see Gr
absolute motion parallax is

futation disparity would determine apparent motion. It
is clear that retinal movement per se is neither a

question the
a cue to dist

ABSOULTE MOTION PARALLAX AND DIST

reason that,.in the present experiment, 0 was limited to
four head movements for each presentation of a point of

object with the. head moving can p
the perceived egocentric distance

of these perceptual variables. A study by Wallach,
Yablick, and Smith (1972) suggests that much (but not

adjusted distance, the perceived
are equivalent, i.e., the physical
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\VaUach,.H., & Frey, K. J.
direction measured by
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